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I. Introduction

People encounter various people in a society

and different images or impressions are formed

when looking at the same target to be perceived.
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Such varying images of the same target are

caused by the effects of the perceiving person's

or perceiver's characteristics. In other words, a

person's garment, appearance, way of speaking

and gesture are the key clues to personal
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of the hair style, and perceiver’s

generation on the perception of a high schoolgirl's image. A quasi-experimental method by

questionnaire was used. The subjects were 253 high schoolgirls and their mothers living in

Jinju. The data were analyzed by using frequency, factor analysis, Cronbach’s

alpha-reliability coefficient, three-way ANOVA, and Duncan’s multiple ranges test. The high

schoolgirl’s image was derived in five dimensions by factor analysis: schoolgirl look,

prettiness, individuality, activeness, and cuteness. In the image based on the hair length, it

was assessed that the short cut and the bobbed hair styles looked more like school girls.

And the short cut and long hair styles were considered as showing individuality. On the

other hand, the bobbed hair style was assessed as cuter than styles of other lengths. For

the bangs, the short bangs were found to more school-girl look and cuter than the long

bangs. The mother group, whose ages were older than that of the other group, evaluated

that the stimulative pictures had more school-girl look, individuality, prettiness, activeness

and cuteness, compared to how the school girl group evaluated. It was shown that the

generation gap produced different opinions about the stimulative pictures. Therefore hair

style, bangs style, and difference in generations were found to be the variables affecting

perception of high school girl image.
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perception. In particular, hair style is one of the

most important clues along with a garment to an

individual's impression formation. Having a

different hair style is relatively easier than the

garment or other accessories in changing an

individual's image.

Meanwhile, the teenagers in Korea mostly wear

school uniforms, yet their high interest and

needs on appearance are expressed through

reformed uniforms, hair style and shoes.

Especially, the violation of hair style accounts

for the most in school dress codes among high

school students (J. Lee, 2006).

These days, the gap in lifestyle or values

between the older generation and the relatively

younger generation is becoming bigger,

commonly expressed by the term 'generation

gap'. In a social atmosphere where the outward

appearance is taken seriously, there has been a

constant friction between the teenagers who

emphasize their own style and the teachers or

parents. Such phenomena may be seen as a

result of the gap between the older generation

and the teenagers as the values of each

generation have an influence on the lifestyle

behavior (G. Kim, 2002).

Therefore, the study intends to specifically

examine the differences in viewing hair styling,

which is relatively well-expressed in various

forms among other appearance adornments,

between the parents and the children. That is,

the image perception of stimuli depending on

the hair style changes of high school girls and

the interaction effect are studied, and the

difference in such effect on the high school

girls at the same age and the group of mothers

is analyzed.

To investigate the image perception on the

high school girls' appearance, hair style is

chosen as a factor of stimuli. The image

perception based on hair style changes with the

students wearing uniforms is examined because

the students usually prefer hair styling based on

uniforms rather than casual clothes. In addition,

only the female students are chosen for the

study because their changes in appearance are

relatively more diverse than the male students.

. BackgroundⅡ

1. Hair Style and Image Perception

When forming an impression of others, when it

comes to the personal impression, a physical

appearance including a garment is the first

condition in immediately judging others, and it

has a great effect on impression formation

(Khang, 1995; I. Lee, Lee, & Shin, 2001).

Evaluating the appearance is extremely

significant in the social interactions of people,

and a person's appearance provides a wide

range of information on the person's identity,

attitude, value, atmosphere and social context

(Kaiser, 1997). It is a periodical atmosphere that

facial attractiveness is recognized as an

important factor in social relations (Faure, Rieffe,

& Maltha, 2002). In particular, many people

change their hair style to form different

impressions (Im & Kang, 2003). This is because

hair styling is relatively easier and inexpensive.

In reality, most women believe that hair style is

an important factor in deciding their impression,

and it was found that they prefer a long hair

style (“The impact on”, 1989). Hair style along

with the garment and make-up is the significant

element in deciding the fashion trend (Mingjung

Lee, 2007), and when the garment and the hair

style are correlated images, they are perceived

as being the most harmonized (H. Lee, 2004).
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Examining the previous studies related to the

length of hair and facial images, there was a

significant difference in facial images by

women's length of hair. In other words, the

longer the hair of a woman, the more feminine

and softer the woman looked, and the shorter

the hair, the more lively and younger the woman

seemed (Do & Kwon, 1992). Also, when the

woman's hair was longer, the woman was

perceived as being graceful, favorable (Yoon &

Yu, 2001) and feminine, yet less active

(Myounghee Lee, 2004), and sophisticated and

attractive (Jung & Kang, 2004; Myounghee Lee

& Song, 2006). Short hair and bob were

evaluated as more characterful than the longer

hair (Yoon & Yu, 2001), and a short, straight

hair was perceived as being less feminine but

more noble (Myounghee Lee, 2004). When it

was bob and straight, it was perceived as being

the most faithful and neat, and when short, it

was as being sociable (Jung & Kang, 2004).

Mostly when the hair is straight and the longer

the hair, it was perceived that the person with

such hair is younger (Myounghee Lee & Song,

2006).

Considering the impression evaluation based

on the bangs style, the people without bang got

higher scores in refinement, attractiveness and

competence, whereas the ones with bang got

the highest score in gracefulness (Ko & Ryu,

2010). In addition, the people with bang seemed

to be more plain, pleasantly simple, classic and

passive compared to the ones without bang (Do

& Kwon, 1992). In addition, according to the

study on female university students (Y. Lee &

Suh, 1998), the ones with bang were evaluated

to have a neat, cute and innocent image.

The hair style mentioned above shows that it

is a significant condition in the individual's

image impression. Thus, the study is to examine

the effects of high school girls' hair style, who

are wearing uniform, on image impression.

2. Perceiver’s Generation and Image

Perception

Perceivers have differing interests, covert

needs and expectations, and depending on their

unique experiences in the past, they have

different standards of judgment as well as the

method and level of perception (Khang, 1995).

Therefore, the perceivers recognize the same

person with different garments differently,

perceiving varying images on appearance with

different garments (I. Lee & Shin, 2001).

According to the previous study (Ko & Ryu,

2010; Ryu & Ryu, 2001), the perceiver's

demographic characteristics, personality and

clothing attitude have an impact on evaluation of

impression formation.

In general, generation is divided based on the

demographic age (Cho & Yoon, 2000), and

Jaeheung Park (2010) defined the term,

generation as a group of people with a similar

way of thinking and act form based on the

historical and cultural experiences shared as

they were born in a similar period at a similar

cultural area. Thus, the term, 'generation gap'

used in our society recently is more frequently

used between the parents and the teenagers,

and the conflict in relation to appearance among

other conflicting elements is relatively higher

between the older generation and the teenagers.

This is because the parents are not sensitive to

fashion acceptance, but their children generation

thinks that appearance is so important that it is

essential to pursuing personality and fashion

through consumption (Sohn, 2000).

Teenagers wish to be attractive through

conspicuous outfits, hair style or makeup more
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than any other age group, yet they face school

rules and norms (Hurlock, 1976). The dress

code of teenagers is usually composed of items

such as a school uniform, hair style, shoes, bag

and accessories, defined as a rule (Chung,

2006). Teenagers are severely restricted by such

school norms, but they express their needs on

appearance adornment by reforming the school

uniform or through hair styling. In reality, most

students reform their uniforms (Han & Lee,

2009), and they change their hair style or shoes

rather than clothes to express their personality

(Huh, 1997). On the other hand, the parents of

the current high school students had a stricter

dress code to conform to than today. The

parents who went to school in 1980s had to

wear school uniforms again after the abolition of

school uniform, and it was the time when there

was a strict rule on hair style. Such difference in

perception per generation may result from the

perception of current situation based on each

generation's experience (E. Kim, Park, Kim, Lee,

& Yu, 2000).

Looking into the previous studies in relation to

age and image perception, the male teenagers

accept various hair colors of women, and the

older they get, they tend to hate bright, brown

hair (Myounghee Lee, 2007). In addition, it was

found that young people is favorable to casual

styles, whereas old people is favorable to formal

or conservative styles (Bell, 1991), implying that

the age is a factor that have an influence on

image perception.

As described above, there is a generational

conflict between the parents and teenagers in

relation to appearance adornment, and such

conflict comes from a different perception of

current situations based on the past experience.

Thus, the study is to examine difference

between the high school girls and their mothers

regarding relatively various hair style, which is a

way of cultivating their beauty.

. MethodsⅢ

1. Research Questions

Research questions of this study are as

follows.

1) The factor of the image perception for

school girls was classified by the hair length

and bangs.

2) There was to investigated a difference the

image perception for high school girls according

to hair style and perceiver’s generation.

2. Measurement Instrument

The study was based on a quasi-experimental

method and 'between-subjects' design was

adopted for the experimental design. A

questionnaire was composed of questions to

measure the stimuli that made the high school

girls wearing uniforms to change their hair style,

perceivers' response to such changes and

demographic factors of perceivers.

The stimuli used in the study were the

pictures of high school girls with different hair

styles. The hair style, which is the condition of

appearance, was chosen through a preliminary

study on hair styles of high school girls shown

in the 2010 yearbook of 2 classes each from 2

girl's high schools and 1 coeducational high

school in Jinju.

Independent variables were the hair length (3),

bangs style (2) and generation of perceiver (2),

and dependent variables were the image

perception of perceiver depending on the
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Table 1. Stimuli by Hair Styles for High School Girls

Short cut
+ Short bangs

Bobbed hair +
Short bangs

Bobbed hair
+ Long bangs

Long hair
+ Short bangs

Long hair
+ Long bangs

changed independent variables. The variables of

hair length were short cut, bobbed hair and long

hair, and those of bangs style were short bangs

and long bangs. Hair length was classified with

reference to previous studies (Jongoj Park, 2013).

That is, short cut was a length that is a little bit

showing ears or covering ears, bobbed hair as

medium length was a shoulder length, and long

hair was defined as more than shoulder length.

Through a preliminary investigation on hair

styles of high school girls, it was found that the

short cut had short bangs, so the short cut with

long bangs is excluded from stimuli. So, the

number of stimuli was 5 in total (3 hair lengths

and 2 bangs styles).

The hair length and bangs style that were

chosen as the appearance condition of stimuli

are changed to complete the stimuli, and the

background of all stimuli made was controlled

and taken in a photo studio. The stimuli were

prepared as follows. Cut hair was wearing a

wig, bobbed style was synthesized in the face

of the model using Photoshop. The combined

bobbed style was chosen in ‘Naver’ as No. 1

Internet portal company, and the style was the

well-matched and schoolish styles to model.

Long hair was the original style of the model.

The stimuli were presented on the left side of

each questionnaire, and their size was

3cm×4cm. The completed stimuli are as shown

in Table 1.

The semantic differential scale to measure the

image perception of high school girls wearing

uniforms was defined in reference to the terms

used in the preliminary study's free answer

method and previous studies (Bang, 1998; Ko &

Ryu, 2010; Miyeon Lee, 1999). 23 sets of

adjectives in total were chosen from the terms

collected in previous studies and preliminary

studies and seven point bi-polar sets of

adjectives were arranged. Seven-point semantic

differential scale was used for measurement of

adjectives, and when it was closer to 1, it had

a positive meaning of the adjective. For

instance, when ‘Pretty-Not pretty’ is close to 1,

it means that it is prettier. However, in an actual

analysis, the points were calculated reversely, so

the higher the points, the more it meant to the

former adjective. In other words, in case of

‘Pretty-Not pretty’, it meant prettier, when the

point is closer to 7.

For a demographic variable, the generation

classified by the perceivers' age was examined,

and the generation was composed of a group of

high school girls in grade 3 (last year of high

school) and a group of mothers who have high
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school girls.

3. Data Collection and Analysis

The study subjects include a group of high

school girls and a group of mothers that have

high school girls, residing in Jinju. When it

comes to the distribution of generation, there

were 138 high school girls (52.1%) and 127

mothers with such children at age of 39-58

(47.9%), 265 subjects in total. A group of high

school girls were from 3 girl's high schools in

the downtown areas of Jinju, other than the

school of the models, and a group of mothers

with high school girls was chosen through a

random sampling.

24-30 subjects responded to each stimulus,

and 265 high school girls and mothers in total

responded to all 10 stimuli. Data were collected

during October, 2011.

Data analysis was computerized through SPSS

for Window, and the methods of statistical

analysis include the frequency, factor analysis,

Cronbach‘s alpha reliability coefficient, three-way

ANOVA and Duncan' multiple rages test.

. Results and DiscussionⅣ

1. Factor Analysis by School Girl’s Hair Style

To identify the characteristics of image

perception based on the hair style of high

school girls, a principal component analysis and

a factorial analysis based on Varimax rotation

were performed for 23 questions on adjectives

of semantic difference. The result is as shown

in Table 2.

Factor 1 included the contents on Model

student likely-Model student unlikely,

Modest-Immodest, Neat-Not neat, Study well -

Not a very good study and so forth, defined as

'Schoolgirl look'. Factor loading of the questions

was .55 or above, and 7 questions in total were

included. Factor 2 included the contents on

Refined-Countrified, Charming-Charmless,

Beautiful-Unbeautiful and so forth, defined as

'Prettiness'. Factor loading of the questions was

.77 or above, and 4 questions in total were

included. Factor 3 included the contents on

Outstanding-Plain, Bold-Cautious and so forth,

defined as ‘Individuality'. Factor loading of the

questions was .74 or above, and 4 questions in

total were included. Factor 4 included the

contents on Sociable-Unsocially, Active-Inactive

and so forth, defined as ‘Activeness’. Factor

loading of the questions was .61 or above, and

5 questions in total were included. Factor 5

included in the contents on Youthful-Not

youthful, Cute-Mature and so forth, defined as

'Cuteness'. Factor loading of the questions was

.64 or above, and 3 questions in total were

included. According to the above, 'Schoolgirl

look' is the most influential factor when it comes

to image perception of female high school girls.

Factor 1 included the contents on Model

student likely-Model student unlikely,

Modest-Immodest, Neat-Not neat, Study well -

Not a very good study and so forth, defined as

'Schoolgirl look'. Factor loading of the questions

was .55 or above, and 7 questions in total were

included. Factor 2 included the contents on

Refined-Countrified, Charming-Charmless,

Beautiful-Unbeautiful and so forth, defined as

'Prettiness'. Factor loading of the questions was

.77 or above, and 4 questions in total were

included. Factor 3 included the contents on

Outstanding-Plain, Bold-Cautious and so forth,

defined as ‘Individuality'. Factor loading of the

questions was .74 or above, and 4 questions in
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Item Factor loading Eigenvalue
Variance

explained

Cronbach's

alpha

Factor 1. Schoolgirl look

Model student likely-Model student unlikely

Modest-Immodest

Neat-Not neat

Tidy-Untidy

Study well - Not a very good study

Smart-Not smart

Gentle-Ungentle

.88

.85

.85

.82

.82

.81

.55

10.27 42.81 .93

Factor 2. Prettiness

Refined-Countrified

Charming-Charmless

Beautiful-Unbeautiful

Pretty-Not pretty

.83

.81

.80

.77

4.45 15.39 .93

Factor 3. Individuality

Outstanding-Plain

Bold-Cautious

Individual-Common

Stand out-Not stand out

.87

.84

.80

.74

1.67 14.06 .88

Factor 4. Activeness

Sociable-Unsocially

Active-Inactive

Good sociality Not sociality–

Having leadership Not having leadership–

Confident-No confidence

.83

.76

.75

.62

.61

1.07 14.02 .90

Factor 5. Cuteness

Youthful-Not youthful

Cute-Mature

Lovable-Unlovable

.74

.72

.64

.93 9.52 .85

Table 2. Factors of Hair Style and Uniform for High School Girl

total were included. Factor 4 included the

contents on Sociable-Unsocially, Active-Inactive

and so forth, defined as ‘Activeness’. Factor

loading of the questions was .61 or above, and

5 questions in total were included. Factor 5

included in the contents on Youthful-Not

youthful, Cute-Mature and so forth, defined as

'Cuteness'. Factor loading of the questions was

.64 or above, and 3 questions in total were

included. According to the above, 'Schoolgirl

look' is the most influential factor when it comes

to image perception of female high school girls.
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For verification on reliability of 5 factors

extracted as the image perception factors based

on the hair style of high school girls,

Cronbach‘s alpha coefficient was calculated. As

a result, the coefficient of five factors -

Schoolgirl look, Individuality, Prettiness,

Activeness and Cuteness - was .93, .93, .88,

.90 and .85 respectively, showing satisfactory

results.

2. The difference of image perception

according to perceiver’s character, hair length, &

bangs for high school girl.

Table 3. Differences of Image Perception according to Hair Length, Bangs Style, and Perceiver’s

Character for High Schoolgirl

Variables sources df

Schoolgirl

look

F

Prettiness

F

Individuality

F

Activeness

F

Cuteness

F

Main

effect

Hair length(A)

Bangs style(B)

Age(C)

1

2

1

8.26**

8.46**

10.24**

2.32

1.52

20.50**

8.39**

.00

26.34**

.16

2.21

8.39**

3.83*

29.12**

27.33**

2-way

interaction

effect

A×B

A×C

B×C

1

1

2

3.14

2.52

.03

10.38**

8.41**

.93

.15

1.18

.08

4.53*

6.42**

2.37

6.90**

7.44**

.98

3-way

interaction

effect

A×B×C 1 .04 2.17 .29 .07 .04

Independence variables N M M M M M

Hair length

Short cut

Bobbed hair

Long hair

98

204

228

4.15(a)

4.34(a)

3.86(b)

3.49

3.72

3.80

3.96(a)

3.53(b)

4.08(a)

4.21

4.19

4.22

3.62(b)

3.72(a)

3.60(b)

Bangs style
Short bangs

Long bangs

160

116

4.23

3.92

3.74

3.67

3.86

3.82

4.27

4.12

3.86

3.34

Generation
Schoolgirl

Mother

276

254

3.95

4.26

3.49

3.96

3.55

4.17

4.10

4.33

3.41

3.89

Total 530 4.10 3.71 3.85 4.21 3.64

*p<.05, **p<.01, a, b : Duncan’s multiple ranges test(p<.05)

Group a has a higher average than group b.

To examine the differences in image

perception depending on the high school girl's

hair length, bangs style and perceiver's

characteristics, three-way ANOVA and Duncan’s

multiple ranges test were conducted, and the

results are as shown in Table 3.

As described in Table 3, the Schoolgirl look

factor has no interaction effect in relation to 3

independent variables - Hair length, Bangs style

and Generation. There were significant results in

Prettiness, Activeness and Cuteness factors

depending on the hair length and bangs style in
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case of the binary interaction effects. Meanwhile,

main effects were seen in the Schoolgirl look,

Individuality and Cuteness factors in case of the

hair length, and in Schoolgirl look and cuteness

factors in case of the bangs style. There were

significant results in all 5 factors depending on

the generation.

Above all, there were significant main effects

on Schoolgirl look, Individuality and Cuteness

factors depending on the hair length. Comparing

the average per hair length, Short Cut and

Bobbed Hair were evaluated as being more

schoolgirl look than Long Hair in the dimensions

of Schoolgirl look. In the dimensions of

Individuality, Short Cut and Long Hair were

evaluated as being more individual than Bobbed

Hair. However, Bobbed Hair was seen to be

cuter than Short Cut and Long Hair. In other

words, Bobbed Hair was evaluated as being

schoolgirl look and cute, and Long Hair and

Short Cut as being relatively individual,

representing that there is a difference in images

depending on the hair length. Such study results

support the study of Do & Kwon (1992)

suggesting that the hair length has an effect on

changing image formation, short cut as having

an individual image and bobbed hair and long

hair as having sophisticated image. Furthermore,

the study results matched the result of Jung and

Kang (2004)'s study on evaluation of the

bobbed hair, being virtuous and neat.

Bangs style had a significant effect on

Schoolgirl look and Cuteness factors. Comparing

the average of Bangs style, short bang looked

more Schoolgirl look and cuter than long bang

in case of the Schoolgirl look factor and the

Cuteness factor. Such study result supports the

prior study result(Y. Lee & Suh, 1998), showing

that straight hair with bangs seems cute and

innocent.

Generation had a significant effect all

dimension including Schoolgirl look, Prettiness,

Individuality, Activeness and Cuteness. That is, a

group of mothers with a higher age tended to

positively evaluate the stimuli compared to a

group of high school girls, claiming that the

stimuli were Schoolgirl look, Individual,

Prettiness, Activeness, and Cuteness. The

difference in image perception between these

groups can be interpreted as a result of their

perception on current situations based on their

experiences. In addition, the result is supported

by the prior studies (Ko & Ryu, 2010;

Myounghee Lee, 2007), suggesting that there is

a difference in image perception depending on

the perceiver's age.

Figure 1 shows the interaction effects of hair

length and bangs style for evaluation of high

school girl's Prettiness image. Depending on the

changes to bangs style, the image of hair length

were evaluated differently. In case of the

bobbed hair, it was assessed as pretty when the

bang was long, however, in case of the long

hair, it was assessed as pretty when the bang

was short. In case of the short cut, it mostly

had short bangs. So, the short cut with long

bangs was not examined.

Figure 2 demonstrates the interaction effects

of hair length and age for evaluation of high

school girl's Prettiness image. There was a

difference between a group of high school girls

and a group of mothers in evaluating the image

of prettiness depending on the hair length. The

group of mothers suggested that the short cut

and the bobbed hair were prettier than the long

hair, whereas the group of high school girls said

that the long hair was the most beautiful and

the short cut was the least beautiful, showing

varying evaluations depending on age.
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Figure 1. Interaction Effects of Bangs and Hair

Length on Prettiness

Figure 2. Interaction Effects of Hair Length and

Age on Prettiness

Figure 3. Interaction Effects of Bangs and Hair

Length on Activeness

Figure 4. Interaction Effects of Hair Length and

Age on Activeness

Figure 3 represents the interaction effects of

hair length and bangs style for evaluation of

high school girl's Activeness. In case of the

short bangs, the long hair was evaluated as

having the most active image. However, in the

long bangs, the bobbed hair was evaluated as

having a more Activeness image. It showed

different evaluation on images depending on the

bangs style.

Figure 4 shows the interaction effects of hair

length and age for evaluation of high school

girl's Activeness. High school girls assessed the

long hair as being the most Activeness and the

short cut as being the least Activeness.

However, a group of mothers evaluated the

short cut as being the most Activeness and the

long hair as being the least Active, showing the

difference depending on age.

Figure 5 shows the interaction effects of hair

length and bangs style for evaluation of high

school girl's Cuteness image. Depending on the

changes to bangs style, the image of hair length

were evaluated differently. In case of the long

hair, it was assessed as cuteness when the

bang was short, however, in case of the

bobbed hair, Cuteness images according to the
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Figure 5. Interaction Effects of Bangs and Hair

Length on Cuteness

Figure 6. Interaction Effects of Age and Hair

Length on Cuteness

bangs style were evaluated similarly.

As represented in Figure 6, when it comes to

long bangs, high school girls responded that it

is more Cuteness with long hair, whereas the

group of mothers answered that it is more

Cuteness with bobbed hair, showing varying

image evaluation depending on the generation.

As described above, there are differences in

image perception depending on the high school

girl's hair length and bangs style. In addition,

there was differing image perception based on

hair style between the generation of high school

girls and a group of mothers. With the study

results, it was discovered that changes to hair

style had significant effects on the image of

high school girls, and that there was a

difference in image perception of high school

girls between the generation of high school girls

and mothers.

. ConclusionⅤ

The study was aimed to examine the

differences in image perception and interaction

effects between high school girls and a group

of mothers, depending on the hair style and

perceiver's characteristics, using the high school

girl models wearing uniforms as the stimuli.

First, the dimension of image perception

based on the high school girl's hair style was

drawn into 5 factors, including 'Schoolgirl look',

'Prettiness', 'Individuality', 'Activeness' and

'Cuteness'.

Second, there were partial significant

differences in hair style and generation. In other

words, the short cut and the bobbed hair were

evaluated as being more schoolgirl look, and the

short cut and the long hair as being more

individual. However, the bobbed hair was

evaluated as being cuter than any other hair

style.

In case of the bangs style, the short bang

was evaluated as being more schoolgirl look and

cuter than the long bang. When it comes to the

interaction effects, the image of hair length

differed depending on the bangs style. When the

bang was long, the bobbed hair was evaluated

as being more prettiness and activeness,

whereas when the bang was short, the long hair

was evaluated as being more prettiness and

activeness.

There was a significant difference in hair style

perception depending on the perceiver's

generation. For instance, high school girls
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evaluated that the long hair was the prettiest

and the short cut as the least prettiness.

However, a group of mothers evaluated that the

short cut and the bobbed hair seemed more

schoolgirl look and prettiness that the long hair,

and that the short cut seemed more activeness.

Varying evaluation of stimuli was found

depending on generation.

As shown in the results, hair style and bangs

style are the factors that have significant effects

on image formation of high school girls. This

can be explained by the fact that the hair style

is very close to the face, and the color or

design of school uniforms is more standardized

and uniformalized that casual clothes, thus

changes to hair style have an effect on image

perception of high school girls. Also, the image

of high school girls differed depending on the

generation of perceivers. In reality, teenagers

may oppose to the generation of parents and

teachers when it comes to the opinion on

appearance. This can be interpreted as a result

of differing interests, expectations, values or

experiences between a group of high school

girls in the same age group and a group of

mothers.

According to the study results, it was

discovered that there is a generation gap on

high school girl's appearance between high

school girls and mothers. Such result will be

helpful in understanding high school girls and

mothers in detail, and it can be used as data to

objectively view her own style when cultivating

her appearance. In addition, it will assist hair

designers in identifying the hair style that goes

well with the teenagers visiting a hair salon,

providing services that can fully satisfy the

customers visiting the hair salon.

The limitation of the study was that there were

not many face shapes or uniform styles in

making the stimuli, that the subjects were

chosen in a limited area, and that there was not

in complete control of the hair color. Through

further studies on physical images in relation to

school uniforms, such data may be used for

effective cultivation of appearance for high

school girls wearing uniforms.
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